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On the Computational Complexity of
Head Movement and Affix Hopping
Milosˇ Stanojevic´
School of Informatics
University of Edinburgh
11 Crichton Street, Edinburgh, UK
m.stanojevic@ed.ac.uk
Abstract. Head movement is a syntactic operation used in most gen-
erative syntactic analyses. However, its computational properties have
not been extensively studied. Stabler (2001) formalises head movement
in the framework of Minimalist Grammars by extending the item repre-
sentation to allow for easy extraction of the head. This work shows that
Stabler’s representation is in fact suboptimal because it causes higher
polynomial parsing complexity. A new algorithm is derived for parsing
head movement and affix hopping by changing the kinds of representa-
tions that the parser deals with. This algorithm has much better asymp-
totic worst-case runtime of O(n2k+5). This result makes parsing head
movement and affix hopping computationally as efficient as parsing a
single phrase movement.
Keywords: Minimalist Grammars · Parsing · Head Movement · Affix
Hopping.
1 Introduction
Minimalist Grammars (MG) [26] are a formalisation of Chomsky’s Minimalist
Program [4]. MGs rely on only two basic operations merge and move. merge is
a binary function that combines two constituents into a single constituent, while
move is a unary operation that takes one sub-constituent and reattaches it to
the specifier position at the root of the partially constructed tree. An example
MG derivation with merge and move is shown in Figure 1a for the declarative
sentence “[d] she will meet him” where [d] is a null declarative complementiser.
Figure 1b shows the X-bar structure that is a byproduct of the MG derivation
and can be computed deterministically. Here merge combines constituents that
are not necessarily adjacent to each other, while move raises the subject DP
from spec-VP to spec-TP so that it can check the nominative case feature.
merge is a single function but it is often easier to view it as different sub-
functions over non-overlapping domains. For instance, merge1 is applied in the
case of complement attachment, while merge2 attaches a specifier. The same
holds for move: move1 moves a phrase to its final landing site, while move2
moves a constituent that is going to move again later. The type of movement
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done by move1 and move2 is often called phrase movement because it is applied
to a maximal projection (XP). However, phrasal movement is not the only type
of movement used in Minimalist syntax. In addition to phrasal movement, all
minimalist textbooks [1, 2, 22, 25] also discuss head movement. Head movement
can be triggered when a selecting lexical head merges with its complement. This
operation extracts the head of the complement and adjoins it to the selecting
head. It can adjoin the complement’s head to the left or right of the selecting
head depending on the type of feature that triggers the head movement.
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=d =d v
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d
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merge1
merge1
merge3
move1
merge1
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Fig. 1: Example without head movement
The most typical example of head movement in English is Subject-Auxiliary
inversion in yes-no questions. Figure 2 shows the previous example sentence
turned into a question by using a different null complementiser [q] for forming
yes-no questions. What is different between [d] and [q] is the type of the feature
that each uses to select the tense phrase: [d] uses a simple selector =t while [q]
uses =>t which, in addition to selecting the tense phrase, also extracts the tense
head “will” and adjoins it to the left of the complementiser head.
The original version of MG published in [26] had both phrase and head
movement. There have since been many variations on MG proposed, some of
which are reviewed in [29] including a simpler version that does not include head
movement. This simple version of MG is very convenient for formal analysis and
parsing. We will call this version succinct MG or MGS , and the original version
of MG with head movement MGH .
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Fig. 2: Example with head movement
Many phenomena that appear to require head movement can in fact be ex-
pressed with other means like remnant or rightward movement [18, 28]. Also,
MG with and MG without head movement are weakly equivalent [21, 27]. Still,
if we are interested in the structures that explain the derived word order using
head movement we will need a parser specifically tailored to parsing with head
movement. The practical need for that kind of parser is even more evident with
the recent construction of MGbank [34] and the first wide-coverage MG parser
[36], which both use head movement in almost all of their derivations.
The published work on Minimalist Parsing can be divided into two cate-
gories. The first is transition based parsing which is usually of higher relevance
to psycho-linguists as a more likely model of human sentence processing [8, 9, 12,
13, 17, 30–33]. However, these models use no dynamic programming and therefore
have exponential runtime complexity. This makes them impractical for actual
parsing and inappropriate for studying the theoretical computational complexity
properties of MGs.
The second type of MG parsers are those that use dynamic programming
and are usually expressed as deductive systems. These parsers run in polynomial
time and are guaranteed to find a parse if it exists. The first work of that sort
is Harkema’s CKY parser [10, 11] for MG without head movement. Stabler [27]
showed a simple extension of Harkema’s parser that enabled it to account for
head movement. Harkema’s parser for MGS had computational time complexity
of O(n4k+4) where k is a number of distinct phrase movement types. Stabler’s
extension for head movement raises complexity to O(n4k+12) because of the
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additional spans that are required to keep the head of a constituent available for
extraction by head movement. If we interpretO(n4) as the price of a single phrase
mover, this would mean that the price of having head movement is equivalent
to having two phrase movement types.
A more modern parser for MGS is presented in [7] which lowers the time com-
plexity from Harkema’s O(n4k+4) to O(n2k+3). This result is in fact the same
algorithm as Harkema’s (done through conversion to IRTG) but with more ac-
curate computational analysis. If we apply this revised analysis to Stabler’s head
movement algorithm we get worst-case parsing complexity of O(n2k+9). Here,
the price of each phrase movement is quadratic meaning that head movement
now costs the same as having three distinct phrase mover types.
An interesting special type of MGH is MGH0 which is an MG that has only
head movement without any phrase movement. This MG is more expressive
than CFG but less expressive than TAG [21]. Parsing this MG using Stabler’s
algorithm with new analysis would take O(n9) in the worst case. Intuitively,
there should be a better algorithm than this because the worst case complexity
of TAG, which is more expressive, is just O(n6).
This paper presents a new and more efficient algorithm for parsing the full
formulation of MG that contains head movement. This greater efficiency is ac-
complished with a more compact representation of the parse items and inference
rules adapted for that compact representation. The parser’s worst-case compu-
tational complexity is O(n2k+5). In computational terms, this makes parsing
head movement as easy as parsing a single phrase movement. In the special case
of MGH0 we get a O(n5) parser which is lower than TAG parsing complexity,
exactly as we would expect.
2 MG without Head Movement
A Succinct Minimalist Grammar MGS [29] is formally defined with a tuple
G = 〈Σ,B,Lex, c, {merge,move}〉, where Σ is the vocabulary, B is a set of
basic features, Lex is a finite lexicon (as defined just below), c ∈ B is the
start category, and merge and move are the generating functions. The basic
features of the set B are concatenated with prefix operators to specify their roles,
as follows:
categories, selectees = B
selectors = {=f | f ∈ B}
licensees = {-f | f ∈ B}
licensors = {+f | f ∈ B}
Let F be the set of role-marked features, that is, the union of the categories, se-
lectors, licensors and licensees. Let T = {::, :} be two types, indicating “lexical”
and “derived” structures, respectively. Let C = Σ∗×T×F ∗ be the set of chains.
Let E = C+ be the set of expressions; intuitively, an expression is a chain to-
gether with its “moving” sub-chains, if any. All expressions have to respect Short-
est Movement Constraint (SMC) which states that no two chains in an expression
can have the same initial feature. The functions merge and move are defined in
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Fig. 3. The lexicon Lex ⊂ Σ∗×{::}×F ∗ is a finite set. The set of all structures
that can be derived from the lexicon is S(G) = closure(Lex, {merge,move}).
The set of sentences L(G) = {s | s · c ∈ S(G) for some type · ∈ {:, ::}}, where
c is the “start” category.
The functions merge1, merge2 merge3 are special cases of merge corre-
sponding respectively to complement merge, specifier merge and merge of an
element that is going to move in the future and therefore needs to be kept as
a separate chain. Functions move1 and move2 are special cases of move cor-
responding respectively to the movement of an element that is landing and to
the movement of an element that will move again in the future. All functions in
Fig. 3 have pairwise disjoint domains.
s :: = fγ t · f, α1, . . . , αk
st : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1
s : = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t · f, α1, . . . , αk
ts : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
merge2
s · = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
s : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3
s : +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −f, α1, . . . , αk
ts : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
move1
s : +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −fγ, α1, . . . , αk
s : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move2
Fig. 3: Succinct MG. All rules are subject to SMC.
2.1 Parsing with Succinct MG
Most MG parsers are based on the parsing as deduction paradigm [24]. In parsing
as deduction the parser maintains two data structures: a chart and an agenda.
These data structures contain items that represent a set of derivation trees
that share their topmost expression. The chart contains items that are already
proved by the parser. The agenda contains items that could in the future combine
with items from the chart to prove new items. Parsing starts with the agenda
containing all the axioms (items that are true without the need for a proof) and
an empty chart. When an item is popped out of the agenda, the parser tries to
combine it with all the elements in the chart in an attempt to prove new items.
For each new item, the parser first checks if it is present in the chart. If it is in
the chart, the parser just discards it1 because that item is already proved. If it is
1 Or adds one more backpointer if we want all possible derivation trees instead of a
single tree.
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not present in the chart, the parser adds it both to the chart and to the agenda.
Parsing stops when either the newly created item is the goal item, in which case
parsing is successful, or when the agenda becomes empty, in which case parsing
has failed because the sentence is not part of the language.
This description is enough to use this method for recognition. To turn it into
a parser, it is sufficient to modify the chart data structure in such a way that
each item in it contains a list of backpointers to the items that were used to
derive it. When the goal item is constructed, it is enough to follow backpointers
to find the full derivation tree.
The first parser for the succinct version of MG was presented by Harkema
[10, 11]. The items of this parser are equivalent to the MGS expressions except
that instead of strings they contain spans of the strings in the sentence that is
being parsed. The axioms of the parser are lexical entries for each word in the
sentence with the string replaced by its span in the sentence. Inference rules are
exactly the same as in the definition of merge and move from Fig. 3.
Harkema’s analysis of that algorithm is as follows. The maximal number of
items in the chart (its space complexity) is n2k+2 because each item contains
maximally k+1 spans (due to SMC) and each span has 2 indices in range [0, n]. In
the worst case we will need to pop out n2k+2 items from the agenda. The parser
needs to check for each of those popped items whether there is a proved item in
the chart that could combine with it. In the worst case the number of items in
the chart is n2k+2. Therefore the worst-case complexity is O(n2k+2 · n2k+2) =
O(n4k+4).
As shown by Fowlie and Koller [7], this analysis was too pessimistic. Through
conversion of MGS to Interpreted Regular Tree Grammars (IRTG) they demon-
strated that MGS can be parsed in O(n2k+3). The same result can be obtained
by converting MGS to MCFG using Michaelis’ algorithm [20] and then parsing
with some well optimised MCFG parser.
However, conversion to any of these formalisms is not necessary to get efficient
MG parsing. It is enough just to implement an efficient lookup in the chart.
Optimising for feature lookup is not enough because it will improve only the
constants that depend on the grammar. To get asymptotic improvement the
lookup needs to be optimised on the item indices instead. For instance, if we
have an item that as its main span has (2, 3) and as its initial feature a selector,
we know that merge1 inference rule can combine it only with items whose main
span start with 3. If we organise the items in the chart in a way that we can
efficiently lookup all items that have particular properties, for instance “all items
whose main span starts with 3”, then the parsing complexity will be lower. If
the popped item has m movers then we know that the item that combines with
it certainly does not have more than k−m movers due to SMC constraint. In
the case of merge1 and merge2 we also know one of the indices of the main
span, a fact that reduces the number of possible items that could merge even
further. We can calculate complexity by summing over the computations for each
possible value of m as follows O(∑km=0 n2m+2 ·n2(k−m)+1)=O(n2k+3). This is a
result for merge1 and merge2, which turn out to be more expensive than merge3,
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that does not need to apply concatenation of strings and for that reason can be
done in O(n2k+2). Move rules do not need to consult the chart since they are
unary rules, but we could still calculate the total number of times they would
be applied as O(n2k+1) for merge1 and O(n2k+2) for merge2.
Parsing as deduction systems are essentially logic programs which are eval-
uated bottom-up (forward chaining) with tabling [6, 15]. For those kinds of pro-
grams there is a much simpler way of calculating complexity that is based only
on counting unique indices in the antecedents of the most complex inference
rule [5, 19]. Clearly in total there cannot be more than k phrasal movers on the
antecedent side because the consequent needs to respect SMC. Furthermore, for
concatenation rules, i.e. merge1 and merge2, we know that the main spans share
at least one index, which leaves us with 3 unique indices for main spans and
makes the complexity of those rules O(n2k+3). These rules are also the most
complex inference rules and therefore the worst-case complexity of the whole al-
gorithm is O(n2k+3). We will use this method of complexity analysis for parsing
algorithms in the rest of the paper.
3 MG with Head Movement
The first description of how to parse MG with head movement was presented by
Stabler [27]. It is based on modifying the MG expressions/items in such a way
as to split the main string into three sub-parts: the head string sh, the specifier
string ss and the complement string sc. The reason for this splitting is to make
the head string available for extraction by head movement. MG rules also needed
modification to work with this representation. Modifications for merge2, move1
and move2 are trivial because they cannot trigger head movement. Rules for
merge1 and merge3 got two additional versions that can trigger head movement
and adjoin the complement’s head to the selecting head to the left, in case of
feature =>f, or to the right, in case of feature <=f.
Stabler’s inference rules for MG with head movement2 are shown in Fig. 4
together with a new complexity analysis for each of the rules calculated by the
method of counting indices for each rule. The most complex rule is merge2 which
makes the whole algorithm run in O(n2k+9).
4 Improved Parsing of MG with Head Movement
Stabler’s formulation is very compact, but it misses some generalisations that
would make the number of indices smaller. For instance, if we take rule merge2
we can see that spans ts and th always share one index because they are con-
catenated. The same holds for th and tc. This means that the selector needs to
2 Stabler’s inference rules had a small mistake for merge3left and merge3right for
allowing the possibility of a head constituent being non-lexical. The correct version
of inference rules is presented in this paper but it can also be found in [21]. The
correction is crucial for the more efficient parsing algorithm.
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, s,  :: = fγ ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
, s, tsthtc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1 O(n2k+6)
, s,  :: <= fγ ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
, sth, tstc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1right O(n2k+6)
, s,  :: => fγ ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
, ths, tstc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1left O(n2k+6)
ss, sh, sc : = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
tsthtcss, sh, sc : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
merge2 O(n2k+9)
ss, sh, sc · = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl ts, th, tc · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
ss, sh, sc : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, tsthtc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3 O(n2k+8)
, s,  :: <= fγ ts, th, tc · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
, sth,  : γ, tstc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3right O(n2k+4)
, s,  :: => fγ ts, th, tc · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
, ths,  : γ, tstc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3left O(n2k+4)
ss, sh, sc : +fγ, t : −f, α1, . . . , αk
tss, sh, sc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move1 O(n2k+5)
ss, sh, sc : +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −fγ, α1, . . . , αk
ss, sh, sc : γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move2 O(n2k+6)
Fig. 4: Stabler’s inference rules for MG with head movement together with their
computational complexity.
visit n2 constituents in the chart that would produce absolutely the same result
because the two indices that are shared between the components ts, th and tc are
disappearing in the consequent. One could try to reduce this problem by having
a unary inference rule that packs all the main components of t before they are
combined with merge2 akin to the fold transformation of logic programs [6, 14,
23]. If we push this operation to its limits we would get O(n2k+7).
To obtain an even lower complexity we need to change the representation
of items. Do we need all the three components ts, th and tc from Stabler’s
formulation? If we look at the rules in Fig. 4 we can see that when an item is
selected by a merge operation, its components are concatenated either as tsthtc
if the head is not extracted or as th and tstc if the head is extracted. This
highlights a simple, tautological, fact: every head will either be extracted with
head movement or it won’t. In case it does not participate in head movement,
like in the succinct version of MG, there is no need to keep 3 spans to represent
projections of that head. It can all be done with a single span and by that reduce
the number of indices.
If, on the other hand, the head does participate in head movement then
we need only two spans: one for the head sh and one for the concatenation of
specifier and complement ssc because we know with certainty that they will be
concatenated after the head is extracted.
If we knew whether the head will move or not the parsing algorithm could be
improved significantly, but how can we know if the head will move? The good
aspect of chart based parsers is that we do not need to know that ahead of time.
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s
A
:: = fγ t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
st
A
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1A O(n2k+3)
s, 
B
:: = fγ t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
s, t
B
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1B O(n2k+4)
s
A
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
sthtsc
A
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1rightA O(n2k+4)
s, 
B
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
sth, tsc
B
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1rightB O(n2k+5)
s
A
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
thstsc
A
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1leftA O(n2k+4)
s, 
B
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
ths, tsc
B
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1leftB O(n2k+5)
s
A
: = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
ts
A
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
merge2A O(n2k+3)
sh, ssc
B
: = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
sh, tssc
B
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
merge2B O(n2k+5)
s
A· = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t A· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
s
A
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3A O(n2k+2)
sh, ssc
B· = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t A· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
sh, ssc
B
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3B O(n2k+4)
s
A
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
sth
A
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3rightA O(n2k+3)
s, 
B
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
sth, 
B
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3rightB O(n2k+3)
s
A
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
ths
A
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3leftA O(n2k+3)
s, 
B
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
ths, 
B
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3leftB O(n2k+3)
s
A
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −f, α1, . . . , αk
ts
A
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
move1A O(n2k+1)
sh, ssc
B
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −f, α1, . . . , αk
sh, tssc
B
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
move1B O(n2k+3)
s
A
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −fγ, α1, . . . , αk
s
A
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move2A O(n2k+2)
sh, ssc
B
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −fγ, α1, . . . , αk
sh, ssc
B
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move2B O(n2k+4)
Fig. 5: New inference rules for MG with head movement
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We can just encode both variations of the items as axioms and let the parser
combine them accordingly. Let us refer to the items whose head must not be
extracted as items of type A, and items whose head must be extracted as items of
type B. Type A items will have a single span, just like in succinct MG, while type
B items will have two spans: sh for the head and ssc for specifier-complement.
This reduces the space complexity from Stabler’s O(n2k+6) to O(n2k+4).
The axioms of the new parser will for each word wi contain an entry of type
A: wi
A
:: γ and of type B: wi, 
B
:: γ. These two cover both possible cases of wi
eventually being extracted and not being extracted by the head movement. All
MG rules need to be modified accordingly, but the modification is very simple.
We have exactly two rules for each rule of Stabler’s parser. This is because every
rule can have items of type A or type B as its main antecedent item (the item
that has selector or licensor as initial feature).
The type of the non-main (selected) item depends on the MG operation: in
case we use the head movement we know that the selected item is of type B,
otherwise it is of type A. The type of the consequent item is determined by the
main antecedent item: the head of the main antecedent item and the head of the
consequent is the same and therefore the same constraint on the head movement
(whether the head must or must not be extracted) has to stay unchanged.
This gives us the rules of inference shown in Fig. 5. The maximal complex-
ity comes from merge1rightB, merge1leftB and merge2B which make the whole
parsing in the worst-case O(n2k+5). This makes the computational price of pars-
ing head movement O(n2) which is the same as phrase movement. The number
of rules is double the rules of Stabler, but they all have disjoint domains and
can still be treated as a two operations merge and move. Derivation trees that
result from this parsing approach are isomorphic to the derivation trees of Sta-
bler’s parser with the only difference in labels of operations containing additional
letter A or B.
In case the grammar does not have features for the head movement, we can
exclude axioms of type B. This automatically makes parsing MG without head
movement O(n2k+3) without doing any transformation to IRTG or MCFG.
5 ATB Head Movement
One interesting variation of head movement is Across-the-Board (ATB) head
movement. This variation is not part of Stabler’s original formalisation, but is
of both theoretical and practical importance. If we accept that in interrogative
sentences tense undergoes head movement to adjoin to the complementiser head,
then in the case of the coordination of two tense phrases the same tense head has
to be simultaneously extracted from both. An example sentence is “Who [does]T
John like and Mary hate” (which also features ATB phrase movement of
who).
A formalisation of ATB head movement, as it is used in MGbank, is given
in [35]. The inference rules for ATB head movement are similar to ATB Phrase
Movement rules from [16]. The formalism of MGbank has special features for
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coordination that are located on coordinating conjunction and are marked with
ˆ=f. There are two inference rules of relevance here. The first one combines
coordinating conjunction with the right conjunct. In the new representation of
items the coordinating conjunction will be of type A since its head is not going
to undergo head movement, but both the left and the right conjunct will be
of type B. The first inference rule has the following form in the more compact
representation:
s
A
:: ˆ=f ˆ=f γ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
th, stsc
B
:¯ ˆ=f γ, α1, . . . , αk
The second inference rule combines the result of the first rule with the left
conjunct. Because this is ATB head movement we know that heads and all the
moving chains have to unify between two antecedents. That gives us the following
inference rule.
th, ssc
B
: f, α1, . . . , αk th, tsc
B
:¯ ˆ=f γ, α1, . . . , αk
th, ssctsc
B
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
Even though the last rule uses two items of type B, the complexity is still
low O(n2k+5) because the two antecedents share the same head.
6 Affix Hopping
Affix hopping [3] is a morphosyntactic operation similar to head movement and
in some sense its opposite. Affix hopping can be interpreted as a downward head
movement where the head of the selector is moving to adjoin to the complement’s
head. The main motivation for this rule, as is apparent from its name, is to move
the tense affix to the verb in languages like English where V-to-T head movement
cannot occur. For instance, in “John really like [-s]T Mary” the tense affix “-s”
is often assumed to have undergone the affix hopping to adjoin to the main verb
stem “like”.
, s,  :: ≈> fγ ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
, , tsthstc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1HopRight O(n2k+5)
, s,  :: <≈ fγ ts, th, tc · f, α1, . . . , αk
, , tssthtc : γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1HopLeft O(n2k+5)
, s,  :: ≈> fγ ts, th, tc · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
, ,  : γ, tsthstc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3HopRight O(n2k+3)
, s,  :: <≈ fγ ts, th, tc · fδ, α1, . . . , αk
, ,  : γ, tssthtc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3HopLeft O(n2k+3)
Fig. 6: Stabler’s inference rules for MG with affix hopping.
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Affix hopping was formalised in Stabler’s paper on head movement [27] with
the inference rules shown in Fig. 6 where a special selector feature ≈> f or
<≈ f is used to trigger affix hopping. Owing to our adoption of a different item
representation to get a faster head movement parser, these affix hopping rules
cannot be directly supported. For head movement we have exploited the fact
that the main strings of every item are concatenated either as th, tsc or tshc.
However, affix hopping has additional string combinations like thc and tsh.
To account for those additional options we create two more types of items.
Items of type C are items that must adjoin some head via affix hopping to the
right of the head and that is why they have two main strings: a specifier-head
string tsh and a complement string tc. Items of type D are similar except that
they account for affix hopping to the right of the head. Items of type C and D
do not trigger affix hopping but only accept (host) affix that has hopped. The
new inference rules for affix hopping are shown in Fig. 7.
s
A
:: ≈> fγ tsh, tc C· f, α1, . . . , αk
tshstc
A
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1HopRight O(n2k+4)
s
A
:: <≈ fγ ts, thc D· f, α1, . . . , αk
tssthc
A
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1HopLeft O(n2k+4)
s
A
:: ≈> fγ tsh, tc C· fδ, α1, . . . , αk

A
: γ, tshstc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3HopRight O(n2k+2)
s
A
:: <≈ fγ ts, thc D· fδ, α1, . . . , αk

A
: γ, tssthc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3HopLeft O(n2k+2)
Fig. 7: Improved inference rules for MG with affix hopping.
We allow the selector constituent to be only of type A because its head will
not be able to undergo head movement later. This is a stricter definition than
Stabler’s because the latter allows the empty string (which is not a head of the
new constituent but only a replacement for the real head) to participate in head
movement. This modification does influence the set of the derivations that could
be built by the parser but in a good way: it does not make sense for an affix
to undergo affix hopping downwards and then head movement upwards (or fake
head movement of an empty string).
Similarly, we do not allow the selecting item to be of type C or D because
after the affix has hopped, its slot will be empty, so it does not make sense for
another affix to hop to its original place. Affixes move to attach to some overt
word and there is none at this slot.
The rules in Fig. 7 show how items of type C and D are used for affix hopping.
But it still remains to show how items of type C and D are built. To build items
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s, 
C
:: = fγ t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
s, t
C
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1C O(n2k+4)
s, 
C
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
sth, tsc
C
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1rightC O(n2k+5)
s, 
C
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· f, α1, . . . , αk
ths, tsc
C
: γ, α1, . . . , αk
merge1leftC O(n2k+5)
ssh, sc
C
: = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t
A· f, α1, . . . , αk
tssh, sc
C
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
merge2C O(n2k+5)
ssh, sc
C· = fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl t A· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
ssh, sc
C
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3C O(n2k+4)
s, 
C
:: <= fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
sth, 
C
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3rightC O(n2k+3)
s, 
C
:: => fγ th, tsc
B· fδ, α1, . . . , αk
ths, 
C
: γ, tsc : δ, α1, . . . , αk
merge3leftC O(n2k+3)
ssh, sc
C
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −f, α1, . . . , αk
tssh, sc
C
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, α1, . . . , αk
move1C O(n2k+3)
ssh, sc
C
: +fγ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : −fγ, α1, . . . , αk
ssh, sc
C
: γ, ι1, . . . , ιl, t : γ, α1, . . . , αk
move2C O(n2k+4)
Fig. 8: Additional inference rules for building items of type C that must host
affix hopping in the later part of the derivation.
of type C and D, we need to add them to the agenda as axioms for all lexical
items (just as was done for items of type B) and to use additional inference rules
that are variations of rules for items of type A and B from Fig. 5. The additional
rules for items of type C are shown in Fig. 8. Similar rules are trivial to make
for items of type D.
The rules merge1leftC and merge3leftC may at first appear somewhat sur-
prising. They move the head of the complement to the left of the specifier-head
string making a complex head-specifier-head. This may appear to break the rules
of head movement which state that the head adjoins to another head and there
cannot be any phrase in between them. However, this is not a problem in this
case. Since we know that head movement can be triggered only by a lexical item
we can be certain that there is no specifier in its specifier-head string, so the
final result of the concatenation is a head-head complex.
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7 Conclusion
The main motivation for this parser is lowering the worst-case complexity of
parsing MG that contains head movement, ATB head movement and affix hop-
ping. Given the recent appearance of the new dataset with MG derivation trees
[34] which contains head movement in every derivation, this algorithm is likely
to be not only of theoretical but also of practical significance.
MGbank has lead to the first wide coverage Minimalist parser [36]. This is a
neural network based parser that uses A* search with Harkema’s inference rules
and Stabler’s approach to head movement. A* improves the best and average-
case scenario but the worst-case stays the sameO(n4k+12) which isO(n28) for the
MGbank grammar. With the algorithm proposed in this paper the overall worst-
case complexity will be reduced to O(n13). More importantly, it will potentially
also improve average-case complexity because of the more optimal lookup.
The complexity of the parser presented here is O(n2k+5) which is just O(n)
bigger than its space complexity. Further asymptotic improvements would proba-
bly require either finding some more compact item representation or abandoning
the parsing as deduction approach and using some alternative approach akin to
Valiant style parsing.
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